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Arizona Project WET (APW) proposes to develop and deliver a new educational curriculum
combining a thorough understanding of the groundwater system with opportunities to
conserve tangible groundwater resources at schools within the Phoenix AMA over a 4-year
time frame; hereafter referred to as the Groundwater Education and Conservation (GEC)
program. Each year, the GEC will deliver 3 STEM and project-based learning experiences
to 10 school communities in the Phoenix AMA whose water supply is primarily
groundwater. Projected annual water savings are 250,000 to 750,000 gallons per year and
will be cumulative. The GEC curriculum will combine water conservation components from
APW’s well established School Water Audit Program
(SWAP) with our highly successful school groundwater education program.
BACKGROUND
Groundwater is unquestionably one of the most important resources in the arid southwest,
yet few people understand how the groundwater system works. Research has shown that
people often have misconceptions about what groundwater is, how it moves, its relationship
to surface water, and its overall importance to the environment and people.
In 2011, APW documented the need for more effective groundwater education in the Journal
of Geoscience Education using questionnaires and other assessment tools to uncover how
students and adults learn about groundwater.1 These inquires generated three important
findings: 1) many people never learn about the groundwater system; 2) others were taught
through misleading analogies, or 3) they were taught with misleading textbook diagrams.
While analogies help students comprehend new concepts, they can also be confusing. A
common analogy used in classrooms is the idea that groundwater is a big lake or river
underground. Using observations about water on the earth’s surface to explain something
that is underground solidifies an erroneous picture of what water looks like underground,
where it exists, and how it acts. Also, groundwater is often depicted in textbooks and other
scientific diagrams as a blue area underground. People see such images and believe that’s
how groundwater actually looks. Once this erroneous foundational knowledge is
established, it is often hard to correct. To promote better understanding of the groundwater
system, APW has created several project based learning opportunities for multiple grade
levels with the enthusiastic support of Administrators, teachers, and students. The GEC
project will expand on these successes by building on the foundational knowledge currently
employed, broadening grade-level eligibility, and adding a water conservation audit
component.
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Water conservation education has been central to APW programming since 2011. The School
Water Audit Program (SWAP) features 5 distinct school water audit opportunities that focus
on evaluating water usage of indoor fixtures and assessing outdoor irrigation effectiveness.
Home bathroom faucet audits are also part of the program. The SWAP program has generated
tangible water savings results generated by student action. Collectively, the school water
audits performed to date conservatively save an estimated 49,971,968 gallons of water per
year.
APW believes that GEC program will increase understanding of how the groundwater system
works and provide cumulative groundwater savings in the Phoenix AMA of 1,000,000 to
3,000,000 gallons beyond the life of the project.
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Using Project-Based STEM Education to Enhance Groundwater Conservation in
Maricopa County Schools

NOTE: The proposed GEC program is not provided for by the Intergovernmental Agreement
between APW and ADWR.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

a) Excessive groundwater withdrawal is a concern for the growth and security of our entire state.
Population growth on the outskirts of the metropolitan Phoenix area has placed additional and
unsustainable demands on groundwater resources. Specifically, several communities in the
western metropolitan area (West Valley) are either mostly or solely dependent upon groundwater
for their drinking water supplies.
Since the goal of the WMAP grant “is to reduce the amount of groundwater withdrawn within the
AMAs,” APW proposes to target conservation and education measures toward those areas heavily
dependent upon groundwater withdrawal. APW believes that delivering groundwater education
and conservation programs to schools within West Valley communities will result in a reduction
of groundwater consumption and also have the added benefit of encouraging others
(parents/friends) to conserve.
b) The groundwater savings component of this Proposal utilizes APW’s time tested School Water
Audit Program (SWAP), which has been offered in schools since 2011. Over the course of the past
decade, the SWAP has been expanded, modified, and tailored to meet individual school needs. As
of December 31, 2019, the multi-faceted SWAP program is estimated to save 49,971,968 gallons
of water per year, at schools primarily within the Phoenix and Pima AMAs. It should be noted that
these water savings results were obtained with minimal marketing efforts. Due to staff resource
limitations, efforts were focused on a subset of interested teachers. With proper funding and
marketing, the SWA component of the GEC will engage a larger population of students in
meaningful project-based, STEM learning, while achieving even great water savings.
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Having sustainable financial and staffing resources to engage in targeted marketing in conjunction
with a specialized STEM curriculum focused on groundwater education and conservation, will
enable APW to have greater market penetration. In fact, APW has had great success expanding the
4th grade groundwater program in the City of Surprise this school year thanks to EPCOR funding.
As of Fall 2019, APW has seen over a 400% increase in the number of 4th grade groundwater
presentations in comparison to the Fall of 2018. Currently, our greatest limitation in meeting the
demand for additional presentations is limited staffing due to financial resources.

APW believes that proper funding will support the participation of at least 10 West Valley schools
with an estimated 800 to 1200 students participating in the Groundwater Education and
Conservation Project for every year of funding. The GEC project will result in an estimated 90
groundwater and water conservation technology classes and activities each year with expected
water savings of 250,000 to 750,000 gallon per year within the Phoenix AMA. Groundwater
savings will be cumulative. After 4 years of the GEC project, annual savings will range from
1,000,000 to 3,000,000 gallons per year, every year.

c) APW has a strong record of accomplishment tracking for all of its programs. The proposed
Groundwater Education and Conservation Project (GEC) will be no exception.

APW envisions a multi-lesson, STEM driven curriculum with 3-distinct APW facilitated activities:
1) groundwater model exploration, 2) water conservation technology inquiry, and a 3) water audit
activity. Both the groundwater model and water conservation technology lesson will employ preand post-lesson assessments. Results from each lesson will be evaluated and student knowledge
and skill gains will be recorded.

For the water audit activity, schools will be able to pick from ONE of five water audit opportunities
for their APW facilitated audit. These may include:
•

Personalized Student Home Water Audit
Objectives:
✓ Brainstorm home uses of water
✓ Conduct a personalized home water audit
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✓ Analyze home water audit data
✓ Brainstorm and select a solution for home water savings
✓ Implement recommendations
✓ Estimate the water savings
•

Student Home Bathroom Water Audit
Objectives:
✓ Estimate daily sink use frequency and duration
✓ Measure water flow from bathroom faucets
✓ Replace standard flow aerator with water efficient aerator
✓ Analyze data and determine water use and savings

•

School Bathroom Water Audit
Objectives:
✓ Survey selected school faucets
✓ Measure water flow from selected faucets
✓ Replace standard flow aerators with water efficient aerators
✓ Estimate sink use frequency and duration
✓ Analyze data and determine water use and savings

•

Classroom Faucet Audit
Objectives:
✓ Collect data by surveying teachers
✓ Estimate sink use frequency and duration
✓ Measure water flow from selected faucets
✓ Replace standard flow aerators with water efficient aerators
✓ Analyze data and determine water use and savings

•

Outdoor Athletic Field Audit
Objectives:
✓ Follow the procedure to layout a catch can grid
✓ Perform catch can experiment and collect data
✓ Convert data units
✓ Analyze data and calculate the Distribution Uniformity
✓ Make recommendations for ways to use water more efficiently
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✓ Lesson Extension – compare audited athletic field to professional landscaper
recommendations for low water athletic field applications.

All water audits are driven by mathematical thinking and student inquiry. Students will figure out
what variables are needed to calculate gallons of water used and saved in a year. Water audit data
will be compiled and quantified using an easy-to-use Excel spreadsheet which calculates and
graphically illustrates both water usage and water savings. The use of a common spreadsheet
ensures that all student calculations are correct, avoiding possible data entry errors. The
quantitative water savings data from the audit activities will be compiled and reported. Also, a
qualitative assessment on student attitudes towards conservation will be included in ADWR Grant
reports.

d) The Third Phoenix AMA Management Plan calls for municipal water providers to support water
conservation in order to achieve safe yield by 2025. The purpose of this GEC proposal is to educate
students about groundwater resources in communities with large municipal groundwater providers
and to show students how to take an active role in conserving groundwater at home and/or at
school.

Offering students a tangible opportunity to proactively conserve water empowers them to make a
difference in their community and directly supports the management goal of the Phoenix AMA by
supporting the achievement of the statutory goal of safe yield.

The GEC program will incorporate multiple learning modalities (auditory, visual, and kinesthetic)
and Systems Thinking into its curriculum to build knowledge and work towards a deeper
understanding of the following concepts:
1. The uniqueness of Arizona’s hydrological cycle and its implications on groundwater:
Students inherently know that Arizona is dry, but they don’t know the physiographic
reasons for the lack of moisture in our state. The GEC project will use physical models
and maps to explain why Arizona is dry and show how aridity is uniquely connected to
Arizona’s hydrologic cycle. (visual, kinesthetic)
2. The groundwater system in terms of its components and composition:
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Groundwater is much more than water sitting in the ground. It’s a complex, dynamic
system with many parts and variables. APW will apply Systems Thinking to the GEC
curriculum to deepen understanding and support knowledge retention of concepts such
as confined and unconfined aquifers, recharge vs. discharge, overdraft, and subsidence.
Different types of 3 and 2-dimensional physical groundwater models will be explored
in the GEC project. (kinesthetic, auditory)
3. The movement of water through diverse substrates:
How water moves through the ground and the rate at which it moves is highly dependent
upon the substrates water is moving through. These properties will be demonstrated in
a student experiment using earth material tubes filled with gravel and sand. Students
observe and time water moving between the spaces in earth materials and learn how
earth materials influence the speed at which water moves through them. (visual,
auditory)
4. Groundwater recharge:
Students will explore the phenomenon of groundwater recharge using 3-D groundwater
system student models, which represent the Phoenix AMA. Students will “make it rain”
over the mountains and watch the rain infiltrate into the ground, moving across the
length of the basin. In the process, they learn that water moves from a higher elevation
to lower elevation by the force of gravity and make the connection that gravity even acts
on groundwater that is deep within the earth. (visual, kinesthetic, auditory)
5. Groundwater discharge:
Students will use the 3-D groundwater system student models to observe and reflect on
the phenomenon of groundwater discharge to a surface water body. Students will
observe that when the water table (top surface of the groundwater) crosses the land
surface at a low point, there is water at the surface, e.g. a lake or river. They begin to
make relationships between groundwater and surface water, understanding they are
connected to one another and therefore influence each other. (visual, kinesthetic)
6. The importance of groundwater and the impacts of human use:
Students are always surprised to hear that groundwater is a major source of drinking
water in Arizona and that some communities only have groundwater as a water supply.
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They have preconceived notions that water from the ground is “dirty” and “icky” and
are surprised to hear that groundwater in most areas of Arizona is often inherently
cleaner than surface water sources. (auditory)
7. Overdraft:
The connection between the excessive groundwater use by humans will be explored
using the 3-D groundwater system student models. Students will pump water out of a
pumping well in groundwater system until they reach a condition of overdraft. They
will observe the impacts of excessive groundwater pumping on surface water systems
and continue to explore the relationships between groundwater and surface water. A
discussion of overdraft conditions in rural parts of the State will extend learning by
offering them concrete examples of the overdraft conditions and the challenges residents
face. (visual, kinesthetic, auditory)
8. Subsidence:
Part of a dynamic groundwater system is changing water table levels. Students observe
changing water table levels on their models after precipitation events and during
groundwater pumping. As water levels lower, air replaces the spaces between the earth
materials where the water was. Over time, extensive overdraft conditions can compress
the air-filled gaps in the soil causing the ground to sink. Students will understand the
concept of subsidence. (auditory, visual)
9. Safe yield:
Students are generally unfamiliar with the term ‘safe yield.’ During the groundwater
system presentation, the concept of safe yield will be explored. Students will learn that
safe yield occurs when the amount of water entering the groundwater system equals the
amount of water being taken out. Through discussion and inquiry, students will
contemplate ways safe yield might be achieved for a system in overdraft. (auditory)
10. How to conserve water using technology or behavioral change:
A special focus of the GEC program will be to support tangible water conservation in
West Valley school communities. To do this, students will be introduced to water
conservation technology in an introductory class. They will learn the role that
technology has played in creating our current water supply challenges and explore how
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technology can also be used to save water. They will share their observations and
discoveries with class members and expand their understanding of water conservation
by discussing personal behavioral and technological changes they can employ to save
water.
11. How to perform indoor and/or outdoor water audits to promote efficiency and
conservation:
APW has created a multi-faceted and robust project-based water audit curriculum.
Components of this curriculum will be modified and used by students to generate and
document real-world water savings for their community.
Teaching these concepts in combination with a water saving audit activity supports the Phoenix
AMA Third Management Plan’s objective of conserving groundwater to achieve safe yield.

e) The GEC project will benefit participating West Valley schools and communities in many ways.
Some of the expected benefits are:
1. Water audit activities will result in immediate tangible water savings for each targeted
school community, which will further support the Phoenix AMA’s goal of meeting safe
yield by saving groundwater. Groundwater savings will benefit multiple water users.
2. Students will develop a greater appreciation of what groundwater is and discover their role
in the depletion of groundwater resources.
3. Students will learn how to take an active role in limiting excessive water use, which is a
subject not ordinarily taught in schools and not required in the Arizona Science Standards.
4. By understanding the delicate balance of groundwater supply versus water demand,
students will have more of an incentive to change their own behaviors to support water
conservation.
5. Younger students are very impressionable. APW often hears stories from teachers about
children who remind their parents or siblings to shut the water off, which reinforces
positive behavioral change within the family unit.
f) The GEC project leverages two well-established APW programs, the School Water Audit and
the Groundwater program, to create a new exciting, interactive program with real water savings
results.
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As previously stated, APW has been performing school water audits since 2011 and collectively,
the water audits performed to date save an estimated 49,971,968 gallons of water per year. These
results are impressive considering the number of communities and schools participating in the
SWA program have been limited due to funding. For example, over the past few years, municipal
funding opportunities have focused SWA activities in two communities in the East Valley of the
Phoenix AMA. With recent changes in water professionals in these communities, educational
priorities have shifted and SWA activities have decreased dramatically.
However, the West Valley of the Phoenix AMA has not been actively targeted for SWA activities
in the past. Given that most communities in the western part of the Phoenix AMA use groundwater
as their primary source of potable water, APW believes that focusing the GEC project in this area
will generate significant interest and lead to even better water savings results than experienced in
the East Valley.
g) The GEC project will be an enhanced combination of APW programs which are currently
offered. In addition to the water savings results noted above, qualitative assessments from recent
school water audits (2018/2019) confirm that students participating in water audit programs clearly
understand the importance of learning about water conservation:
•

91% of students agreed that learning about water is extremely important.

•

91% of students felt that the amount of water aerators can save is surprising or amazing.

•

92% of students knew that changing both technology and behavior was the best way to
conserve water.

•

62% of students agreed that compared to other things learned in school, the water audit
has been interesting or very exciting.

Quantitative assessment results from the Fall 2019 Elementary School groundwater program have
been particularly impressive. Students have shown knowledge gains of 23 to 85% per concept;
with an average knowledge gain of 49% after one lesson. The multi-lesson GEC will expand and
deepen content knowledge while continuing to leverage inquiry driven, project-based learning.
h) The proposed GEC project will have limited overlap with APW’s current programs in the West
Valley; chiefly with the City of Surprise. However, due to the strong support these programs have
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received, it is expected that participating teachers may opt to work with the expanded GEC
program instead of continuing to offer a single lesson, unsupported by other instruction.
APW will facilitate the transition to a deeper learning experience for students through the GEC
program by reaching out to school administrators to introduce this proposed expanded program.
i) APW is committed to the effectiveness and sustainability of our lessons and programs. Using
student assessment results and feedback from teachers as well as students, APW continually
revises and improves curriculum units and educational tools to meet the changing needs of our
funding partners and school partners.
To adequately address educational trends and water resource challenges, APW convenes quarterly
Advisory Council meetings. The 18-member Council consists of regional science curriculum
specialists, municipal water partners, as well as representatives from the state’s largest water
providers (CAP and SRP), Arizona Department of Water Resources and Department of Education
and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Advisory Council members help APW meet the needs of
teacher, student, and school administrator stakeholders with real world and relevant education
programs that help protect and sustain Arizona’s water resources.
These partnerships are critical to development of research-based high-quality educational lessons,
curriculum units and programs. Strong support from such partners has helped APW programs
remain effective and sustainable over time.
j) Currently, 10 APW staff work out of UArizona Extension Offices in Tucson, Casa Grande,
Flagstaff, and Phoenix. Within each location, program coordinators tailor educational programs to
the needs of their regional stakeholders. The team meets online weekly ensuring a collaborative,
mutually beneficial approach in all APW programs. Successful programs in one region may be
adopted and modified for delivery in another region.
With a mission to engage with people through applied research and education to improve lives,
families, communities, environment, and economies in Arizona and beyond, Arizona Cooperative
Extension provides boots on the ground to achieve effective program delivery and duplicate
successful education programs statewide.
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Using Project-Based STEM Education to Enhance Groundwater Conservation in
Maricopa County Schools

SCOPE OF WORK
Video Coaching and Support for Educators
Task 1: Supplementary GEC Project Video Facilitation
Teachers have a wide range of responsibilities and welcome outside presentations that do not
impose cumbersome expectations on their time or resources. To encourage completion of postpresentation GEC activities without requiring the commitment of days of professional
development, APW will create two short videos for educators to use to prepare their students for
the audit activities. One video will focus on pre-audit “warm-up activities” such as accuracy in
flow-rate measurement and unintended error in scientific measurement. The other video will
support students and educators in generating water savings using the Water Savings Calculator.
Responsible Personnel: Sandra Hurlbut, Education Coordinator.
Deliverable: Two educational support videos.
Deliverable Due Date: Prior to the start of the school year in which funding is received.
Curriculum Development
Task 2: Develop a specialized curriculum for the Groundwater Education and Conservation
Project.
APW will develop a new GEC curriculum which builds on the foundational knowledge in existing
lessons but also addresses age-appropriate West Valley facts and figures, and ADWR management
goals and terminology associated with the groundwater system. Learners will understand the
importance of the groundwater system in the Phoenix AMA and mechanisms for groundwater
conservation.
As detailed above, the new GEC curriculum will facilitate and direct student inquiry by
incorporating project-based learning activities and employing systems thinking strategies a) to
make distinctions, b) to explore parts of the groundwater systems and learn what the groundwater
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systems are a part of, c) to examine relationships and impacts between the groundwater and surface
water systems, and d) to observe the groundwater system from multiple perspectives; including as
a hydrologist, as a farmer, as a water consumer, and as an animal needing access to water supplies.
The new GEC curriculum will cover:
✓ The uniqueness of Arizona’s hydrological cycle and its implications on groundwater
✓ The groundwater system in terms of its components and composition
✓ The movement of water through diverse substrates
✓ Groundwater recharge
✓ Groundwater discharge
✓ The importance of groundwater and the impacts of human use
✓ Overdraft
✓ Subsidence
✓ Safe yield
✓ How to conserve water using technology or behavioral change
✓ How to perform indoor and/or outdoor water audits to promote efficiency and conservation
Responsible Personnel: Kerry Schwartz, Director of Arizona Project WET & Sandra Hurlbut
Education Coordinator.
Deliverable: Completion of a multi-lesson Groundwater Education and Conservation curriculum
unit.
Deliverable Due Date: Prior to the start of the school year in which funding is received.
Direct Student Outreach
Task 3: Delivery of Groundwater Education lessons.
Arizona Project WET Education Coordinators will support participating teachers by facilitating 1
groundwater system lesson in their classroom. APW facilitators will work with at least 10 schools
to implement these real-world and relevant STEM lessons to an estimated student population of
800 to 1200 students. Each groundwater lesson will be tailored to the needs of the students.
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Responsible Personnel: Sandra Hurlbut Aqua STEM Education Coordinator, APW Instructional
Specialist, and/or AmeriCorps members.
Deliverable: The semi-annual report will include pre-post groundwater lesson knowledge gain
results, number of students, classes, schools, and teachers.
Deliverable Due Date: December 30th and July 30th
Task 4: Delivery of Water Conservation Technology lessons.
Arizona Project WET Education Coordinators will support participating teachers by facilitating 1
Water Conservation Technology introductory lesson in their classroom. These APW facilitators
will work with at least 10 teachers to implement these real-world and relevant STEM lessons to
an estimated student population of 800 to 1200 students.
Responsible Personnel: Sandra Hurlbut Aqua STEM Education Coordinator, APW Instructional
Specialist, and/or AmeriCorps members.
Deliverable: The semi-annual report will include pre-post groundwater lesson knowledge gain
results, number of students, classes, schools, and teachers.
Deliverable Due Date: December 30th and July 30th
Task 5: Delivery of School Water Audit Activity.
Arizona Project WET Education Coordinators will facilitate students in collecting data through a
scientific process and calculating water savings based on the installation of water efficient
technology. Coordinators will support participating teachers by facilitating 1 school water audit
activity. APW facilitators will work with at least 10 teachers to implement these real-world and
relevant STEM lessons to an estimated student population of 800 to 1200 students; estimated water
savings will be 250,000 to 750,000 gallons per year. The water savings impact will be cumulative
over the course of funding and beyond; ultimately reaching 1,000,000 to 3,000,000 gallons per
year of additional savings.
Responsible Personnel: Sandra Hurlbut Aqua STEM Education Coordinator, APW Instructional
Specialist, and/or AmeriCorps members.
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Deliverable: The semi-annual report will include projected water savings by participating class,
number of students, relevant pre-post assessment knowledge gains, and qualitative evaluation data.
Deliverable Due Date: December 30th and July 30th

REFERENCES:
1. Schwartz, Kerry L, Thomas-Hilburn, Holly, and Haverland, Arin. “Grounding Water: Building
Conceptual Understanding through Multimodal Assessment”, Journal of Geoscience Education;
Aug 2011; vol. 59, pp.139-150.
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Budget Breakdown
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APPENDIX 4:

Budget Breakdown & Narrative
Budget Breakdown Sheet

Tasks: Grant Program, Function, or Activity (provide brief description)

Task 1:

Task 2:

Task 3:

Producing
Pre-Post GEC
Instructional
Videos

Developing
Groundwater
Education and
Conservation
Curriculum

Presenting
Presenting Water
Groundwater
Conservation
lessons to schools Technology
lessons to schools

$ 4,841.10
$ 1520.11
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 6,481.80
$ 2,035.29
$ 450
$
$ 1,530
$
$

$ 3,712.50
$ 1,165.73
$ 225
$
$ 500
$
$

h. Other

$ 3,742.20
$ 1175.05
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 600

$ 600

i. Total Direct Charges
(sum of a-h)

$ 4,977.12 $ 6,438.66

$ 11,200.79 $ 6,262.63

$ 28,575.77

j. Indirect Charges

$ 1,278.49

$ 1,653.91

$ 2,885.24

$ 7,430.48

k. Totals (sum of i and j)

$ 6,271.17

$ 8,112.71

$ 14,113.00

Total Program/Project
Budget

$ 24,782.94 $ 32,060.48 $ 55,929.31 $ 31,264.25 $ 145,551.16

Budget
Categories

a. Personnel
b. Fringe Benefits
c. Travel
d. Equipment
e. Supplies
f. Contractual
g. Construction
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Task 4:

$ 1,612.84
$ 7,890.91

Total

$ 18,777.60
$ 5,896.17
$ 675
$
$ 2030
$
$
$ 1200

$ 36,387.79

APPENDIX 4:

Budget Breakdown & Narrative
Budget Breakdown Sheet

Tasks: Grant Program, Function, or Activity (provide brief description)

Task 1:

Budget
Categories

Task 2:

Task 3:

Facilitating the
School Water
Audit Activity at
schools

Total

$ Combined
$ Combined
$ Combined
$
$ Combined
$
$
$ Combined

$ Tasks 1-5
$ Tasks 1-5
$ Tasks 1-5
$
$ Tasks 1-5
$
$

h. Other

$ 5,990.40
$ 1,880.99
$ 450
$
$ 1,360
$
$
$ 600

i. Total Direct Charges
(sum of a-h)

$ 10,281.39 $ Combined $ Tasks

a. Personnel
b. Fringe Benefits
c. Travel
d. Equipment
e. Supplies
f. Contractual
g. Construction

Task 4:

$ Tasks 1-5

$ Over 4 years
$ Over 4 years
$ Over 4 years
$
$ Over 4 years
$
$

$ 99,072.00
$ 31,108.61
$ 4,500.00
$
$ 13,560.00
$
$
$ Over 4 years $ 7,200.00

1-5 $ Over 4 years $ 155,440.61

j. Indirect Charges

$ 2,673.16

$ Combined

$ Tasks 1-5

k. Totals (sum of i and j)

$ 12,954.55

$ Combined

$ Tasks 1-5

$ Over 4 years $ 40,414.56
$ Over 4 years $ 195,855.17

Total Program/Project
Budget

$ 51,818.18 $

$

$
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$ 195,855.17

Budget Narrative
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ARIZONA PROJECT WET

Using Project-Based STEM Education to Enhance Groundwater
Conservation in Maricopa County Schools
BUDGET NARRATIVE
FY2020
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Arizona Project WET requests funding for the development and implementation of a 4-year,
Groundwater Education and Conservation Project which will result in tangible groundwater
savings.
The total award of $195,855.24 is proposed to be spent through the following tasks over a 4-year
period:
1) Producing GEC Project Pre-Post Lesson Instructional Videos - $24,782.94
2) Developing Groundwater Education and Conservation Curriculum - $32,060.48
3) Presenting Groundwater lessons to schools - $55,929.31
4) Presenting Water Conservation Technology lessons to schools – $31,264.25
5) Facilitating the School Water Audit Activity at schools - $51,818.18

Task #1 Producing Videos that will assist teachers in delivering pre- and post-lessons to APW
facilitated lessons for the GEC project - will require an estimated 126 hours of work performed
by the Program Coordinator, Senior at the hourly rate of $29.70. Additional 10 hours of
oversight by the Executive Director, at an hourly rate of $51.54 is considered a contribution of
additional funds for this project.
Note: These are instructional videos for the teachers to use prior to and after GEC lesson
delivery. They are being exclusively developed for this Groundwater Education and
Conservation program alone.

ITEM
Personnel

RATE
$29.70

QTY
126

TOTAL
$3,742.20

Fringe

$1,175.05

$1,175.05

Direct Charges

$4,917.25

$4,917.25

Indirect Charges

$1,278.49

$1,278.49

Travel
Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Construction
Other

2
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Total (per year)

$6,195.74

Total (four years)

$24,782.94

Task #1 activities will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planning and researching for video production
Creating script, shooting video and editing
Educator distribution and support
Post GEC follow-up, evaluation and document needed updates for following year

**************
Task #2 - Developing Groundwater Education and Conservation Curriculum - will require an
estimated 163 hours of work performed by the Program Coordinator, Senior at the hourly rate of
$29.70. Additional 30 hours of oversight and support by the Executive Director, at an hourly rate
of $51.54 is considered a contribution of additional funds towards this project.
ITEM
Personnel

RATE
$29.70

Fringe

$1,520.11

QTY
163

TOTAL
$4,841.10
$1,520.11

Travel
Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Construction
Other
Direct Charges

$6,361.21

Indirect Charges

$1,653.91

Total (per year)

$8,015.12

Total (four years)

$32,060.48

Task #2 activities will include:
1. Strategic planning and research of best practices
2. Curriculum development (creating/formatting lesson plans, creating matching
PowerPoints, assessment design and development)
3
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3. Marketing and outreach (soliciting teachers, modify website, flyer development, etc.)
4. Educator support & communication
**********
Task #3 - Presenting Groundwater lessons to schools - will require an estimated 138.5 hours of
work performed by the Program Coordinator, Senior and the Instructional Specialist. An
additional 10 hours of oversight and support by the Executive Director, at an hourly rate of
$51.54, and is considered a contribution of additional funds towards this project.
ITEM
Personnel

RATE
(combined - 2 staff)
$46.80

QTY

TOTAL

138.5

$6,481.80

Fringe

$2,035.29

$2,035.29

Travel

$450

$450

$1,530

$1,530

$600

$600

Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Construction
Other
Direct Charges

$11,097.09

Indirect Charges

$2,885.24

Total (per year)

$13,982.33

Total (four years)

Cost for Four Years

Task #3 activities will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Promoting and scheduling presentations with schools
Delivery of pre-post assessments
Delivery of groundwater lesson
Compilation of assessment results and reporting

*******

4
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$55,929.31

Task #4 - Presenting Water Conservation Technology lessons to schools - will require an
estimated 125 hours of work performed by the Program Coordinator, Senior. An additional 10
hours of oversight and support by the Executive Director, at an hourly rate of $51.54, and is
considered a contribution of additional funds towards this project.

ITEM

RATE

QTY

TOTAL

Personnel

$29.70

125

$3,712.50

Fringe

$1,165.73

$1,165.73

Travel

$225

$225

$500

$500

$600

$600

Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Construction
Other
Direct Charges

$6,203.23

Indirect Charges

$1,612.84

Total (per year)

$7,816.06

Total (four years)

$31,264.25

Task #4 activities will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Promoting and scheduling presentations with schools
Delivery of pre-post assessments
Delivery of Water Conservation Technology lesson
Compilation of assessment results and reporting

***********
Task #5 - Facilitating the School Water Audit Activity at schools - will require an estimated 125
hours of work performed by the Program Coordinator, Senior and the Instructional Specialist. An
additional 10 hours of oversight and support by the Executive Director, at an hourly rate of
$51.54, and is considered a contribution of additional funds towards this project.
5
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ITEM
Personnel

RATE
(combined - 2 staff)
$46.80

QTY

TOTAL

128

$5,990.40

Fringe

$1,880.99

$1,880.99

Travel

$450

$450

$1,360

$1,360

$600

$600

Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Construction
Other
Direct Charges

$10,281.39

Indirect Charges

$2,673.16

Total (per year)

$12,954.55

Total (four years)

$51,818.18

Task #5 activities will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Promoting and scheduling presentations with schools
Coordinating and training volunteers
Delivery of pre-post assessments
Perform School Water Audit activity
Compilation of assessment results and reporting

6
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Additional Contribution Breakdown
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Arizona Project WET
Additional Contribution Breakdown
(Values are per year of GEC Project)

CONTRIBUTION
TYPE

TASK

HOURS

VALUE

TOTAL

Director’s salary

#1 Video Oversight

15

$51.54/hour

$773.10

Director’s salary

#2 GEC Curriculum
Development

30

$51.54/hour

$1,546.20

Director’s salary

#3 Groundwater
Presentation Oversight

12

$51.54/hour

$618.48

Director’s salary

#4 Water Conservation
Technology Presentation
Oversight

12

$51.54/hour

$618.48

Director’s salary

#5 School Water Audit
Oversight

12

$51.54/hour

$618.48

Volunteer value

Assisting with School Water
Audits

150

$24.16/hour

$3,690.00

TOTAL
(one year)

$7,864.74

TOTAL
(4 years)

$31,458.96
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Supplemental Information:
Evidence of Physical and Legal
Availability of Water
Evidence of Control and Tenure
of Land
State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) Review Form
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
WMAP Groundwater Conservation Grant Application

Submitting Entity: Arizona Project WET
Proposal Title: Using Project-Based STEM Education to Enhance Groundwater
Conservation in Maricopa County Schools

✓

Evidence of physical and legal availability of water
Arizona Project WET will perform all proposed educational activities at existing schools
which already have physically and legally available water. Therefore, providing evidence
of the physical and legal availability of water is not applicable for this proposal.

✓

Evidence of Control and Tenure of Land
Arizona Project WET will perform all proposed educational activities at existing schools
whom either own, control, or are otherwise responsible for their land. Therefore,
providing evidence of the control and tenure of land is not applicable for this proposal.

✓

State Historic Preservation Office Review Form
Arizona Project WET will perform all proposed educational activities at existing schools
which as governmental organizations, are assumed to have previously completed a State
Historic Preservation Office Review. Therefore, providing evidence of a SHPO Review
is not applicable for this proposal.
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Application Checklist
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APPENDIX 2:

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
WMAP Groundwater Conservation Grant Application Checklist
X ARIZONA PROJECT WET-PHOENIX AMA PROPOSAL
X Cover Letter
X

Executive Summary

X

Project Overview

X

Scope of Work

X

Budget Breakdown & Narrative

X

Additional Contribution Breakdown (if applicable)

X Project Map
X Supplemental Information
Evidence of physical and legal availability of water
Evidence of Control and Tenure of Land
State Historic Preservation Office Review Form
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